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Friends forever 
 

Friends are our true treasure ,with them we share the best moments of our 

lives.In order to help our students understand the importance of Friends , we 

conducted a special assembly on Friendship Day on 4th August,2023.Students 

spoke about their best friends and about how valuable friends are. 

  

Independence  day 

Independence day is one of the most important National festival of our country.In order to 
instill patriotism and love for our motherland,we conducted a special assembly on 
Independence day on 14 th August ,2023.Students  dressed up as National Heroes  and 
spoke about their contribution.They enjoyed dancing and singing together on patriotic 
songs. 
 

  



 
 

NatioNal sport’s day 
 

Sports is an integral part of overall development of a child.In order to help our 

students understand the significance of Sports ,we conducted special assembly on 

Sports Day on 25 th August,2023.Students spoke confidently about their 

favourite sport and sportsperson. Students learnt about various sports.It was a 

learning experience for our students. 

 



   

 
activities 

 
Rakhi Making 

 
Rakshabandhan celebrates the bond of love between brother and sister.On this 

occasion ,we conducted an interesting Rakhi making activity on 28 th 

August,2023.Students made and decorated beautiful rakhi s.It gave them sense 

of accomplishment and enhanced their creativity and aesthetic sense . 

 

  



    
 

No bag day  
 

Our Kindergarten students had lot of fun and a very enjoyable experience on 'No 
Bag Day', conducted on 22 nd August,2023. Students thoroughly enjoyed playing 
hopscotch and maze games. They were thrilled and excited to create magic with 
colours. 

  



     

Paper Folding 
In order to help our pre school students learn about our National symbols,we 
conducted an innovative paper folding activity on 14 th August,2023.Students 
made beautiful Lotus,our National flower through paper folding.They really 
enjoyed doing the activity.It helped in  enhancing their fine motor skills and hand 
eye coordination. 

 



 
 

 


